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Abstract. Higher order thinking skills is one of the most popular issue in Indonesia’s education as at this recent time the government made new regulation that learning process should include HOTS concept especially on problem-solving questions. Thus, there are many innovation, implementation, and research related to HOTS problems solving. It is, however, still lack both of implementation and research related to how teacher or pre-service teacher could arrange HOTS problems. In this paper, we present new perspective of HOTS problem based on pre-service teacher’s ability to design it. The novelty of this perspective is that teacher and pre-service teacher should have ability to pose HOTS problems, while most of research discuss the implementation of HOTS in learning as well its problem solving. This descriptive qualitative research conducted at mathematics pre-service teacher joining Assessment and Evaluation of Students Achievement class. Besides, the data was collected by test given for students and validated by researcher triangulation. Then, the data was analyzed by reduction, presentation, and conclusion. The result showed that most of pre-service teacher could not arrange HOTS problems. In fact, their perspective of HOTS problems was wrong. Moreover, 10 pre-service teachers could design HOTS problems with various characteristics
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1 Introduction

Mathematics is one of essential subjects which is taught since elementary school until university. In particular, mathematics in university is unalike mathematics in school as well it is more challenging and abstract. It consists of arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and analysis. In addition, students of faculty teaching and education learn not only pure mathematics but also school mathematics as they are pre-service teachers. Besides, they also study how to teach mathematics for school as well create evaluation instrument for mathematics learning. It is important for pre-service teachers to design a test and non-test assessment as they will use it to evaluate their student’s achievement in the future.

In Mathematics Education Department of Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta, there is Assessment and Evaluation of Students Achievement subject which aims to introduce students related to learning assessment. In that subject, students were required to arrange a set of instruments that tested in senior high school or vocational school students. Based on that tasks, there were some findings related to how students design a good mathematics question. In particular, there were 16 groups that could arrange a valid mathematics questions, while 4 other groups showed that they were lack of knowledge and understanding related to design good
mathematics questions. The majority of 16 groups, however, designed questions at the conceptual understanding level which that questions tend to apply a certain formula directly without contextual situation. It means, most of students focused arranging lower order thinking questions. Furthermore, even some students design a contextual mathematics questions, most of them did some mistakes on irrational real situation.

For instance, there is a question related to concept of finding surface area of cube. The question is “There is a beam-shaped hall with a size of 8 meters, 6 meters, and 4 meters. A worker would paint the wall inside of the hall with a cost of Rp 80,000 per square meters. How much the total costs that he needs to paint the wall inside of the hall?” This question was made by determined the surface area of beam without lid, then the painting costs would be calculated by the result of the surface are multiplication by the costs each square meter. This question is not wrong by the concept. Is that question a contextual problem? however. How could be the hall has the real beam-shaped like a certain beam? At least, it has a door. Therefore, the calculation is not equal to the surface of the beam. Arranging the contextual problems like this need special attention how could students design mathematics contextual problems from the conceptual understanding level to the higher order thinking skills problems. This concept is known as problem posing skill.

Problem posing means asking students to arrange problems or questions based on the certain information provided. Problem posing is an essential aspect especially in learning and teaching mathematics [1]. There are, however, some difficulties on arranging or posing the certain problems for teachers. Based on [2], teachers had some difficulties on posing relevant problems related to real situation that could be understood by students, designing problems that suitable with the applicable curriculum in certain level of education, and also modifying problems that could be understood by their own self. Recently, one of demand both on applicable curriculum and the global issue is how the 21st century skills could be developed for students both in learning and assessment. Consider to Ravitch, learning by using higher order thinking skills, also known as HOTS, was a complicated and challenging aspect for teacher, especially how could teachers assess students ability with HOTS problems [3].

Based on the previous explanation, problem posing in mathematics learning is one of important aspect both for teachers as well students. Besides, there is a demand for teachers to apply HOTS concept not only for teaching, but also for assessing student’s ability included arrange problems with HOTS characteristic. This research aims to identify how pre-service teachers could design HOTS mathematics problems for senior high school students.

2 Related Works

2.1 Mathematics Problem Posing

Mathematics problem posing is student’s task that require them to design mathematics problems or questions based on provided information, and also solving the problems that they made directly [4]. Besides, problem posing have relation and benefit for other mathematics skills. Based on [5], learning with problem posing related to indicators of students critical thinking abilities and this abilities could be improved by implementing problem posing concept on learning. Furthermore, problem posing could be enhanced three aspects of creative thinking ability, namely understanding of information, novelty, and fluency, even flexibility aspect did not increase yet [4]. There was a significant relation between problem posing skills and problem
solving skills [6]. Thus, by giving chance for students for designing their own problems, it would be enhanced their reasoning and reflection skills [1].

There are three ways to find idea on problem posing, namely trial-error, semi-intentional, and intentional [7]. In particular, students ability on problem posing could be analyzed based on five criteria, namely (1) the problems can be solved by students or not; (2) the problems related to the material or provided information or not; (3) solution of the problems are given or not; (4) the problems use correct and good language or not; and (5) level of difficulty [8]. Besides, there is classification of problem solving developing by Afifah [9] based on Siswono and Muiz’s criteria. The following Table 1 shows that classification of problem posing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variety of material</td>
<td>1. Varies: the posing problems consist of more than four different concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Less varied: the posing problems consist of three or four different concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Does not vary: the posing problems only consist of one or two different concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend of information</td>
<td>The given information could be grouped as verbal and visual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>1. The question is clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. The data are enough to answer the questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. The question could be solved based on information of the problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of difficulty</td>
<td>1. Easy: answer of the problems could be solved by one concept or formula directly without analyze data to get new information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Moderate: answer of the problems could be solved by analyze the data once from the provided information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Hard: answer of the problems could not be solved directly from the given information and analyze the data more than one step to solve the problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)

Thinking is a cognitive proses which explained by various ways. Higher order thinking skills (HOTS) is a concept that use on education reformation based on learning taxonomy such as Bloom’s taxonomy. Consider to Crawford & Smith, the basic idea of HOTS is part of learning which require cognitive knowledge is higher than other knowledge [10]. Moreover, skill of analyzing, evaluating, and creating is needed higher order knowledge compared to remembering facts and concepts, and implementing the concepts. Therefore, HOTS need special strategy on learning problem solving, and also problem posing by higher level questions.

HOTS is one of essential aspect in learning. Based on the research related to pre-service teacher perception about HOTS concluding that students had awareness to the importance of HOTS and learning that focusing on HOTS should be faced as challenge for learning in 21st century [11]. In addition, HOTS have positive correlation with students achievement in mathematics learning [12]. Besides, HOTS level of students in college have positive correlation toward their quality of life [13].
At least, there are two aspects of HOTS, namely critical thinking ability and creative thinking ability [14]. Moreover, there are three components of HOTS, namely critical thinking ability, creative thinking ability, and also systematic thinking ability [12]. Meanwhile, Consider to Marzano, there are 13 aspect of HOTS, namely comparing, classifying, inductive reasoning, deductive reasoning, analyzing errors, constructing support, analyzing perspectives, abstracting, decision making, investigation, problem solving, experimental inquiry, and invention [15].

2.3 Related Works

There was a research conducted by Agustina & Amin purposing to analyze student’s profile of mathematics problem posing in junior high school grade VII [16]. In this research, characteristics of problem posing was analyzed by some criteria, namely students could pose the problems or not; the problems related to the require material or not; students could solve the problems or not; and difficulty level of problems. In particular, the result of that research showed that the boys that have higher ability could design their own mathematics problems; then 92.86% of students could arrange problems related to the required material; 92.86% of students could solve their problems correctly; and they arrange easy problems.

From research [9] related to profile of mathematics problem posing on Junior High School students based on cognitive style, showed that student’s characteristics with field independent (FI) and field dependent (FD) cognitive style had different type on mathematics problem posing. Students with FI cognitive style had characteristics on problem posing such as the information on problems was verbal; the problem was solvable; there was difficult question, but mostly difficulty level of the questions was moderate; various questions; included new data or information. Meanwhile, students with FD cognitive style had characteristics on problem posing such as there was non-mathematics problems; mathematics problem consist of verbal information; there were some problems that could not be solved; there was difficult problems; the question tended to similar; the problems did not includ new data, in general.

Another research [17] related to students’ profile on problem posing based on cognitive style and information categories showed that students with field dependent style could do mathematics problem posing that solvable and includes new data and information; and the problems have high-level quality. Meanwhile students with field dependent style could make problems that solvable, but the problems do not include new data; and the problems have moderate-level quality.

3 Research Methods

This research was qualitative description which describe student’s problem posing in mathematics for school using HOTS concept. The subject was students of Mathematics Education Department of Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta year academic 2017/2018 which had Assessment and Evaluation of Students Achievement class. The data was collected by task that ask students to design mathematics problems with HOTS content. Then, the task was used to identify how students could pose the HOTS problems in mathematics. Besides, the data was analyzed by data reduction, presentation, and conclusion. Moreover, the data was validated by using two researcher which analyze it, namely investigator triangulation.
4 Results and Discussion

Based on the task given for 79 pre-service teachers in mathematics education, all of students could arranging mathematics school problems. However, most of them could not design problems that consist of HOTS content. In particular, less than 20% of 79 pre-service teachers could arranging mathematics problems with HOTS criteria.

Even only 8 pre-service teachers, they could arrange well mathematics problem posing with HOTS content. At this research, researchers found 2 pre-service teachers design high level of problem posing. Moreover, 3 pre-service teachers made moderate level of HOTS. Meanwhile, only 2 pre-service teachers.

### Fig. 1. Mathematics Problem Solving by Pre-Service Teacher with high HOTS contents.

Pak Muslim membeli sekeping tripleks seharga Rp 125.000. Karena dia minta tripleks tersebut dipotong menjadi 3 bagian yang sama, dia dikenakan biaya Rp 3500 sekali potong. Selanjutnya Pak Muslim harus membayar biaya pengecatan sebesar 30 % dari seluruh biaya setelah pemotongan. Toko memberikan tanda pembayaran sebagai berikut:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 lembar tripleks @ Rp 125,000</td>
<td>Rp 125,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x pengecatan @ 3500 Rp 10,500</td>
<td>Rp 10,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>Rp 135,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pengecatan</td>
<td>Rp 40,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Rp 176,150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pak Musliim mengatakan biaya tersebut salah. Manakah yang salah?

The first analysis related to characteristic of student’s problem posing. Based on Figure 1, it is noticeable that the problem related to given information; it is number material for Junior High School (JHS) grade 7. In particular, the material consists of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and percentage in simple calculation. Besides, the problem consists of 3 data analysis to get new information before solving the main problem, namely calculating cost of cutting plywood, calculating cost of painting plywood, and adding up total cost. The main question aims to evaluate the given solution. In addition, given information is interdependent and the problem is solvable. It means that the question-maker had considered whether the problem could be solved or not and the information is enough to solve the problem. Furthermore, the language she used is structured, understandable, and not ambiguous. It shows that the question-maker could use appropriate language based on student level. Additionally, the question tends to use verbal information in short-story form. The question-maker could use real condition or daily activity purposing to make the problem closer to students. This problem has easy level of difficulty since the questions are in basic material. Thus, this problem included on high level of problem posing.

The second analysis related to HOTS characteristics on mathematics problems, consists of Bloom’s taxonomy, critical thinking, and creative thinking. Based on Bloom’s taxonomy, this
Problem has level C5, evaluation, as the main question of this problem is focusing on how students identify the given solution, find the errors, and do solve the problem correctly. Besides, the problem fulfills enough on categories of critical-thinking problems. The statement on the problem is clear enough as the reader could directly understand the aims of problems and there is no double meaning of problem. The data are accurate such as the cost of plywood, the cost of cutting and painting also. It shows that the question-maker had done observation related to the real condition. Moreover, the information, data, storyline, and the question are relevance, especially it uses contextual situation and reasonable. Additionally, this problem uses good logical algorithm since the question-maker had presented the solution, and it looks like true, thus the reader should resolve problem by their self. However, this problem has some drawbacks such as the use of unappropriated unit, the deepness and the width of problem.

Furthermore, for creative thinking analysis, this problem fulfills fluency and novelty aspect. As the problem was arranged more than one concept even it was very simple, so this problem has fluency. Besides, this problem quite different with others as the question ask student to evaluate given solution. Thus, students are required to use their critical ability to analyze solution of the problem. Based on the analysis, the problem includes HOTS problem for Junior High School student grade VII.

Based on Figure 2, it is noticeable that the problem related to given information; it is linear equation material for Junior High School (JHS) grade 7. The problem related to given information; it is linear equation systems material for JHS grade 7. The problem contains 2 data analysis to get new information. Additionally, the main question aims to compare 2 conditions and identify which is the best transportation that will student choose. The information is interdependent and the problem is solvable. The language is structured. It tends to use verbal information. The data are enough to solve the problem. The difficulty level is easy.

Based on Bloom’s taxonomy, this problem has level C4, analysis, as the main question of this problem is focusing on how students comparing two conditions and choosing what is the best answer. Besides, the problem fulfills enough on categories of critical-thinking problems. The statement on the problem is clear enough as the reader could directly understand the aims of problems and there is no double meaning of problem. The data are quite accurate related to cost of taxi. It shows that the question-maker had done observation related to the real condition. Moreover, the information, data, storyline, and the question are relevance, especially it uses contextual situation and reasonable. Additionally, this problem uses good logical algorithm...
because students should solve two conditions and compare them to get solution. This problem, however, less depth and width as the question is very simple.

For creative thinking analysis, this problem fulfills fluency and novelty aspect. As the problem was arranged more than one concept even it was very simple, so this problem has fluency. Besides, this problem quite different with others as the question ask student to compare two types answer to get best solution. Thus, students are required to use their critical ability to analyze solution of the problem. Based on the analysis, the problem includes HOTS problem for Junior High School student grade VII.

In addition to analysis, this research finds some findings related to how pre-service teachers could make mathematics problems in HOTS level. There are three main findings, namely the problems using real-world situation, the problems related to culture and environment, and the problem using diagram or table or graph to present introductory information.

![Fig. 3. Findings related to real-world situation.](image)

First findings are related to real-world situation that used by students when creating the problems. Figure 3 is one example showing the problems that use real-world situation, its content is Krakatau mountain. It can be seen that question-maker use real information, real data, and real story about Krakatau mountain. Besides, she also uses both verbal and visual information to construct students’ knowledge before facing the main question.

Based on character of problem posing, it can be analysed that the problem is good enough. The problem suitable with the material of sequences and series for Junior High School grade 8. Besides, the problem is solvable; uses appropriate data to solve it; as well the language is structured. The positive side of this problem is using real-world situation, informative stimulus, and verbal as well visual introduction. However, this problem contains only one way of data analysis to solved it.

On the other hand, based on character of critical thinking and creative thinking problem, this problem does not fulfil it as to solve problem it just needs one formula that is very common for students. Moreover, for solving it, students do not need to analyse first. Additionally, even the introduction is very interest and new compared to other problems, but the main question includes routine problem. It also noticeable that the Blooms’ taxonomy of this problem has C2 level, it is explanation.
Thus, based on the data analysis, this problem is very interested and related to the real-world situation, informative stimulus, also verbal and visual information. This problem, however, does not categorised as HOTS problem as the Blooms’ taxonomy in level C2, and does not fulfil critical and creative thinking problems.

Fig. 4. Findings related to culture and environment.

Second findings are related to culture and environment, means that question-maker use their own culture both local or national, as well as their environment to create or stimulus on mathematics HOTS problem. Figure 4 is one example showing problem using question-makers’ environment. It can be seen that question-maker use Surakarta and Sragen city to illustrate the problem. Figure 3 also shows problem that use question-makers’ culture as she uses Krakatau mountain which is one of popular mountain in Indonesia. By using culture and environment, student would feel closer with problems and the problem becomes common for students. It would be very different if question-makers use other country culture, students would feel uncommon with problem as the culture are different. Besides, students might not understand with the culture, and it is possible if the culture is contrary to Indonesian culture.

Based on character of problem posing, it can be analysed that the problem is quite good. The problem suitable with the material of linear equation for Junior High School grade 7. Besides, the problem is solvable; uses appropriate data to solve it; as well the language is structured. The positive side of this problem uses contextual problem, and related to question-maker environment. Meanwhile, the problem includes as routine problem, the stimulus only part of main question, and the problem could be solved without finding new data and only use common formula.

On the other hand, based on character of critical thinking and creative thinking problem, this problem does not fulfil it as to solve problem it just needs one formula that is very common for students. Moreover, for solving it, students do not need to analyse first. Additionally, the problem is arranged by one main concept, one way to solved it, and there is no novelty of the problem. It also noticeable that the Blooms’ taxonomy of this problem has C3 level, it is applying.

Thus, based on the data analysis, this problem is quite interested as it related to the question-makers’ environment. This problem, however, does not categorised as HOTS problem as this problem is routine question, the Blooms’ taxonomy in level C3, and does not fulfil critical and creative thinking problems.
Third findings are related to stimulus that used by question-maker when creating problems. Most of problem use verbal stimulus such as short stories or real-world information. However, another finding is that many pre-service students use diagram, picture, table, and chart to present the information. This is quite unique as they need many appropriate data, then present them to the diagram or table or chart. This activity needs critical and creativity thinking because they have to present in proportional items. Figure 5 is one of the examples that the problem uses both picture and table.

Based on character of problem posing, it can be analysed that the problem is quite good as the question more than one item. The problem suitable with the material of comparison for Junior High School grade 7. Besides, the problem is solvable; uses appropriate data to solve it; as well the language is structured. The positive side of this problem uses data on table to present the information and the problems consist of three questions. Meanwhile, the problem includes as routine problem, each question could be solved by one step, and one question to others are not related each other. So, this problem does not enough to analyse students’ ability on higher order thinking.

On the other hand, based on character of critical thinking and creative thinking problem, this problem does not fulfil it as to solve each problem it just needs one step without finding new data. Moreover, for solving it, students do not need to analyse first. Additionally, the problem is arranged by one main concept even it consists of three questions; it is needed only one step to solve it; and there is no novelty of the problem. It also noticeable that the Blooms’ taxonomy of this problem has C3 level, it is applying.

Thus, based on the data analysis, this problem is quite interested as it has been used table to present the data. This problem, however, does not categorised as HOTS problem as this
problem is routine question, the Blooms’ taxonomy in level C3, and does not fulfil critical and creative thinking problems.

The participants have a high perception in implementing HOTs in the classroom. However, the participants face some difficulties in its implementation, such as time management and students’ ability [18]. discovered that preservice teachers would not change their unstated perceptions or beliefs until they saw the difference in teaching and students for themselves [19]. According Hasim, Abdullah, Arifin, & Noh (2015), the teachers or preservice teacher see that teaching HOTS has future value and this will logically increase their level of commitment and skills that their need in implementing HOTS [20]. we need cultivating a positive awareness of the importance of HOTs in order to fostering the need for teaching that emphasizes the aspects of HOTs during pre-service education [11].

4 Conclusion

Pre-service teachers could make mathematics problems for students in elementary, Junior High School, and Senior High School. Most of pre-service teacher, however, still could not design HOTS problems in mathematics. Additionally, pre-service teachers that could design HOTS problems have various characteristics. Some pre-service teachers could design HOTS problems by evaluation the given solution, while others designed HOTS problems by comparing two condition to get the best solution of the problems. Besides, this research also finds three kinds of findings related to the problems that pre-service teachers make. There are three main findings, namely the problems using real-world situation, the problems related to culture and environment, and the problem using diagram or table or graph to present introductory information. For the next research, it is highly recommended to identify how pre-service teachers understand related to HOTS problems as at this research, only some of pre-service teachers that could design HOTS problems in mathematics. Besides, the research could identify pre-service teachers’ perspective toward HOTS problems.
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